THE BLACK HOLE THAT HACKERS HATE – BUT FIREWALLS LOVE

FAST IMPLEMENTATION WITH LITTLE OR NO

THE POWER OF

TITAN

TM

MANAGEMENT TIME
Users report as much as a 92% reduction in traffic hitting
their network and estimate a 50% reduction in help desk
tickets. This results in a 60% reduction in time required to
manage security policies due to TITAN’s automated cyber
defense system.

TITAN IS COMPATABLE WITH ALL FIREWALLS
AND REQUIRES NO EXISTING NETWORK
CHANGES
Oasis Technology’s TITAN system is a hardware/software

TITAN is a security enhancement device designed to

Cyber Security Black Hole that sucks in hack attempts

work with all of the leading ﬁrewall providers, including

but does not let any out. This new and advanced network

Juniper™, Barracuda™, Sonic Wall™, Fortinet™, Palo

security technology safeguards corporations, ﬁnancial

Alto™, and CISCO’s™ next generation firewalls.

groups, government, and military agencies from the
growing specter of international cyber intrusions and

TITAN is a proprietary, before the firewall, stand-alone,

terrorism.

and self-contained cyber security device. It provides
a non-intrusive connection to an organization’s IT

PROTECTION NOW

network, where data traﬃc ﬁrst enters. It is designed for

Thousands, if not millions, of hackers are attacking your

optimum performance, regardless of location, network

network at this very moment. TITAN protects against

type, or operating system. TITAN is easily installed and

all of these threats. At the same time, TITAN filters the

maintained – and requires NO customization or changes

network traffic to allow the good traffic to go through but

to your network. TITAN is also equipped with advanced

keeps the bad traffic out.

Anti-Ransomware software for added protection.

TITAN’s key attributes include: sucks up all hack

TITAN’s covert black hole technology secretly guards

attempts, sits in front of your ﬁrewall, housed at your

your network and watches each byte that tries to enter.

company, in your control, reduces Internet bandwidth

This technology works in conjunction with your existing

requirements, and increases network performance.

Cyber Security Technology in order to augment what you
already have in place.

Over the last 3 years, TITAN has prevented over 29
BILLION intrusions, data breaches and data leaks

TITAN’s architecture allows it to be a security partner with

nationwide in multiple corporate installations.

your existing firewalls and cloud servers to monitor and
control all Internet traffic – all good and bad inbound traffic.

TITAN IS A BLACK HOLE – NOT A FIREWALL
TITAN helps you stay PCI, HIPAA, SOX, and GrammTITAN accepts all traffic coming in from the Internet.

Leach-Bliley compliant, and also provides undetectable

With its patented black hole technology, it ensures that

and un-hackable monitoring and protection.

only good traffic is passed on to the firewall. This prevents
hackers from penetrating your firewall using well- known

TITAN’s patented black hole architecture is built from

firewall penetration techniques.

the ground up and designed to just stop hackers.

TITAN Works With ANY Firewall to Catch All Bad Incoming and OUTGOING
Network Traffic - no more leaking firewalls

“Before TITAN....hackers took down one of our routers. Luckily, Oasis had all the right failsafe measures in place so there was little
effect, but now with the installation of TITAN we know that all hacking attempts are caught up in the black hole - hackers don’t
even know what happened - and our network speeds are up, requiring less bandwidth.”
Wolf Regener, CEO BNK Petroleum
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